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Abstract

ODTLearn is an open-source Python package that provides methods for learning optimal
decision trees for high-stakes predictive and prescriptive tasks based on the mixed-integer
optimization (MIO) framework proposed in (Aghaei et al., 2019) and several of its exten-
sions. The current version of the package provides implementations for learning optimal
classification trees, optimal fair classification trees, optimal classification trees robust to dis-
tribution shifts, and optimal prescriptive trees from observational data. We have designed
the package to be easy to maintain and extend as new optimal decision tree problem classes,
reformulation strategies, and solution algorithms are introduced. To this end, the package
follows object-oriented design principles and supports both commercial (Gurobi) and open
source (COIN-OR branch and cut) solvers. The package documentation and an extensive
user guide can be found at https://d3m-research-group.github.io/odtlearn/. Ad-
ditionally, users can view the package source code and submit feature requests and bug
reports by visiting https://github.com/D3M-Research-Group/odtlearn.

Keywords: Mixed-integer optimization, prescriptive trees, classification trees, distribu-
tion shifts, fair classification trees, robust classification trees, open source software.

1. Introduction

Automated data-driven predictive and prescriptive methods are increasingly being used in
high-stakes domains to inform and support decision-making. In such settings, these machine
learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI) tools should be: (a) accurate (to minimize
erroneous predictions/prescriptions that may negatively affect the populations on which
they are deployed), (b) interpretable (so that predictions and decisions are transparent,
accountable, and easy to audit), (c) flexible (i.e., possible to easily augment with domain
specific constraints such as capacity and/or fairness constraints), and (d) robust (to ensure
high-quality solutions even under adversarial shifts between training and deployment data).

Despite their popularity, decision trees (Breiman et al., 1984) are not necessarily well
suited for data-driven decision-making in high-stakes domains. While the structure of de-
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cision trees makes them easy to interpret, they are typically constructed using heuristics
and may yield suboptimal solutions. Furthermore, with heuristic-based decision trees, it is
not immediately apparent how to incorporate relevant side information into the tree con-
struction process or how to make a tree robust to adversarial shifts between training and
deployment data. Optimal decision trees retain the interpretability of heuristic decision
trees while still being flexible enough to model the types of problems decision-makers face
and provide optimal solutions that decision-makers can trust.

Our ODTlearn Python package provides methods for fitting provably optimal decision
trees using mixed-integer optimization (MIO) for various problem types and settings com-
monly encountered by practitioners in high-stakes settings. The modeling methods provided
in ODTlearn build upon the modeling and solution paradigm proposed by Aghaei et al.
(2021), which is significantly faster and provides better out-of-sample performance than
previous MIO-based algorithms (see Section 2 for additional discussion). This approach gen-
eralizes beyond standard classification problems to problems involving imbalanced datasets
(e.g., by optimizing weighted accuracy or worst-case accuracy, by constraining recall or
precision, or by balancing sensitivity and specificity). In addition to the core algorithm,
we implement its generalization to learn optimal fair decision trees that optimize accuracy
while satisfying arbitrary domain specific fairness constraints such as statistical parity, con-
ditional statistical parity, or equalized odds as proposed in (Jo et al., 2022). These were
show to outperform some of the most popular (heuristic-based) algorithms for learning
fair trees. For users deploying decision trees in settings with potential distribution shifts
between training and testing, we implement the method proposed in (Justin et al., 2021)
for learning optimal robust classification trees. Finally, we implement the method in (Jo
et al., 2022) for learning optimal prescriptive trees from observational data. This frame-
work can be used to design treatment assignment policies in the form of decision trees,
being highly interpretable while offering a tunable degree of personalization. Importantly,
the learned trees can also be constrained to satisfy domain specific requirements such as
budget constraints (e.g., limited amount of treatments) or fairness constraints (e.g., con-
ditional statistical parity in allocation or in outcomes). Our ODTlearn Python package
provides methods for fitting provably optimal decision trees using mixed-integer optimiza-
tion (MIO) for various problem types and settings commonly encountered by practitioners
in high-stakes settings. The modeling methods provided in ODTlearn build upon the mod-
eling and solution paradigm proposed by Aghaei et al. (2021), which is significantly faster
and provides better out-of-sample performance than previous MIO-based algorithms (see
Section 2 for additional discussion). This approach generalizes beyond standard classifi-
cation problems to problems involving imbalanced datasets (e.g., by optimizing weighted
accuracy or worst-case accuracy, by constraining recall or precision, or by balancing sensi-
tivity and specificity). In addition to the core algorithm, we implement its generalization
to learn optimal fair decision trees that optimize accuracy while satisfying arbitrary do-
main specific fairness constraints such as statistical parity, conditional statistical parity, or
equalized odds as proposed in (Jo et al., 2022). These were show to outperform some of
the most popular (heuristic-based) algorithms for learning fair trees. For users deploying
decision trees in settings with potential distribution shifts between training and testing, we
implement the method proposed in (Justin et al., 2021) for learning optimal robust classi-
fication trees. Finally, we implement the method in (Jo et al., 2022) for learning optimal
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prescriptive trees from observational data. This framework can be used to design treatment
assignment policies in the form of decision trees, being highly interpretable while offering
a tunable degree of personalization. Importantly, the learned trees can also be constrained
to satisfy domain specific requirements such as budget constraints (e.g., limited amount of
treatments) or fairness constraints (e.g., conditional statistical parity in allocation).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 compares ODTlearn to
related packages. Its architecture and a usage example are introduced in Section 3. Finally,
the quality practices under which the package is developed are described in Section 4.

2. Comparison to Related Software

The most related software package is provided by Interpretable AI (Interpretable AI, 2022).
This is a proprietary software package written in Julia (Bezanson et al., 2017) that provides
methods for learning optimal classification trees and prescriptive trees using MIO based on
papers by Bertsimas and Dunn (2017) and Amram et al. (2022), respectively. It features a
Python wrapper that allows users to call these methods from Python. Unlike ODTlearn, the
algorithms in the Interpretable AI package do not provide functionality for incorporating
side constraints such as fairness constraints nor to handle settings involving a distribution
shift in the data. Additionally, the MIO formulation in the ODTlearn package has been
shown to be 50 times faster than the MIO formulation used in Interpretable AI (Aghaei et al.,
2021). Furthermore, for classification problems and prescriptive problems, the methods in
ODTlearn have been shown in experiments to be 13% and 13.6% more accurate on out-of-
sample observations, respectively (Aghaei et al., 2021; Jo et al., 2021).

PyDL8.5 (Aglin et al., 2021) is an open source Python package that implements the
DL8.5 (Aglin et al., 2020) algorithm for learning optimal decision trees through the use of
itemset mining techniques. The package provides methods for learning optimal classification
trees, however their method is unable to incorporate side constraints.

Finally, while packages such as scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) provide high-
quality implementations of heuristic-based methods for learning decision trees, these meth-
ods lack the modeling flexibility and optimality guarantees of MIO-based methods.

3. Software Architecture and Usage Example

The software architecture of ODTlearn is motivated by the optimal decision tree literature
in which researchers have recently proposed numerous new problem classes, reformulation
strategies, and solution approaches. With this in mind, we have created a class structure for
our package that follows the SOLID principles of object-oriented programming for develop-
ing software (Martin, 2003). These principles emphasize structuring classes that are easy to
maintain and extend. Figure 1 shows the inheritance diagram in ODTlearn. The classes in
ODTlearn are derived from our abstract base class OptimalDecisionTree. This class pro-
vides a standardized interface for the two types of trees currently supported (classification
and prescription) while keeping their implementation details separate from one another.
OptimalClassificationTree and OptimalPrescriptiveTree extend OptimalDecision-

Tree by specifying problem-specific methods for traversing and visualizing the decision tree.
The structure prevents unnecessary code duplication within each child class. Next, the chil-
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dren of OptimalClassificationTree and OptimalPrescriptiveTree implement methods
for creating the decision variables, the constraints, and the objective function necessary
for constructing the optimization problem of interest. The separate classes for each of the
variations of the MIO formulations ensure that any changes to the structure of one prob-
lem formulation do not affect any of the other problem formulations. Finally, the classes
in the third and fourth levels of Figure 1 implement user-facing methods such as fit and
predict. Thus, our adherence to the SOLID principles ensures that researchers and prac-
titioners building upon ODTlearn can easily augment it with more features (e.g., different
objectives or additional constraints) or even build new types of trees altogether.

OptimalDecisionTree

OptimalClassificationTree

FlowOCTSingleSink

BendersOCT FlowOCT

FlowOCTMultipleSink

FairOCT

RobustOCT

OptimalPrescriptiveTree

FlowOPTSingleSink

FlowOPT IPW

FlowOPTMultipleSink

FlowOPT DM

FlowOPT DR

Figure 1: Inheritance Diagram for ODTlearn.

Figure 2 provides a code snippet demonstrating how to use the ODTlearn API to fit a fair
optimal classification tree. This is achieved through the API using the familiar fit-predict
structure. Once an optimal decision tree has been learned, users can employ the build
in plot tree function to visualize the tree. Finally, we note that while the fair optimal
classification tree in the example uses the Gurobi solver (Gurobi Optimization, LLC, 2023),
users can also use the open source COIN-OR branch and cut solver (Forrest et al., 2023)
because ODTlearn builds upon the python-mip (Santos and Toffolo, 2020) solver interface.

from odtlearn.datasets import fairness_example

from odtlearn.fair_oct import FairOCT

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt

X, y, protect_feat, legit_factor =

fairness_example()

fcl = FairOCT(solver="gurobi",

positive_class=1, depth=2, _lambda=0.01,

fairness_type="SP", fairness_bound=1)

fcl.fit(X, y, protect_feat, legit_factor)

fcl_predictions = fcl.predict(X)

fcl.plot_tree()

plt.show()

Figure 2: Code for fitting an optimal fair classification tree on a toy data set and a visual-
ization of the learned classification tree.
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4. Development

Releases of the ODTlearn package are available via PyPI at https://pypi.org/project/
odtlearn/1.0.0/. The package source code and documentation are hosted on GitHub
(https://github.com/D3M-Research-Group/odtlearn). Collaboration in the form of dis-
cussions, feature requests, or bug reports is made possible through the GitHub issue and pull
request workflow. We have implemented continuous integration through GitHub Actions to
ensure backward compatibility and quickly identify any code regressions. Our documenta-
tion includes installation instructions, a user guide, an API reference, and downloadable ex-
ample notebooks demonstrating each of the classification methods implemented in the pack-
age. The documentation is hosted via GitHub pages at https://d3m-research-group.

github.io/odtlearn. The package is distributed under the GPL-3.0 license and makes use
of several core libraries within Python’s scientific computing ecosystem: scikit-learn (Pe-
dregosa et al., 2011), numpy (Harris et al., 2020), and pandas (McKinney et al., 2010).
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